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OVERALL SCORE
Maximum 

Points 

Points 

Awarded

Percent 

Score

1,575 1,260 80.00%

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS         750 588 78.40%

Applicant asserts his company has two decades of management and sales experience including cannabis 

cultivation at a state‐approved greenhouse.  However, there is no mention of the greenhouse location, nor is 

there a BCC license number provided.  Applicant has two years of experience working as a grower assistant at 

another cannabis company, Landdo Way, Inc. "a state approved greenhouse facility."  Again, location and license 

number are not provided. 

Application is the sole owner and does little to describe any specific role he will have in day‐to‐day operations.  

On‐site management and who will handle it is not discussed.  

GENERAL COMMENTS

Applicant provided a packet that was detailed in places but that did not address aspects of Neighborhood 

Compatibility associated with facility design and integration of security measures. Some portions of Security Plan 

lacked sufficient detail.  Sufficient capitalization unclear as Applicant failed to provide sufficiently detailed 

itemization of start up costs.

Experience

Cannabis Industry Knowledge

Ownership Team

Application has a certain degree of industry knowledge based on past work in the grey and legal markets.  Duties 

at Landdo Way included implementing preventive measures against contaminants, trimming/attending to plant 

health, overseeing packaging process and arranging deliveries. 
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN   525 440 83.81%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

Business Plan includes extensive, detailed discussion of SOP's including use of Indica Online POS software, key 

card access and an armed security guard for opening/closing procedures, managing flow of customers, product 

delivery, selection of distributors, designated management team and employee responsibilities, and an 

Employee Handbook (copy not provided).

Financial Plan

Start up cost is estimated at  .  Breakdown of these costs is rough and includes only line items for 

design, construction, employee training, salaries, and inventory with   for petty cash.  Insurance, 

equipment/software purchases, utilities, and fees do not appear to be factored in.  Five‐year profit and loss 

statement is included, as are cash flow and revenue projection charts.  Accounting procedures are not 

mentioned.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization

Applicant provided bank statements demonstrating combined cash assets of  .  Applicant may be 

sufficiently capitalized, but with the omissions in the startup cost  breakdown it is difficult to determine.

Records Software

Application describes detailed description of all records retention protocols, but apparently has not yet selected 

a POS software, as the discussion refers to both Indica Online and COVA.  

Track‐and‐Trace

Narrative cited detailed procedures for complying with state track and trace requirements.

Application generally demonstrated familiarity with track and trace requirements.

State Testing Requirements

Applicant demonstrated detailed understanding of testing requirements and acknowledges that products will 

only be purchased from State licensed cannabis companies that have met all testing requirements. Confirmation 

of adherence to state testing requirements will be augmented by applicant's own random product testing. 

Employee Training

On‐the job training will include comprehensive training plan and testing for understanding of all state and 

municipal compliance requirements and  of applicant's SOPs. Applicant will contract with Compliance Consultant 

to conduct quarterly reviews. Additional training will be tailored to employee roles (Managers, Security Guards, 

Budtenders, Reception).  Diversity and Safety training are included but the latter refers to OSHA but not fire 

safety, robbery, workplace violence or other emergencies. 
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT 150 109 72.67%

Air Quality/Odor Control

Design Concept Integration

Integration of Security Measures

Customer Education

Exterior Design Concept

Applicant states "Extensive product information will be accessible on our three iPad display stations in the Sales 

Room," and cites educational materials on its website, as well as the California Cannabis Industry Association as 

an education source, but Application does not reference any specific educational plan for customers.

Marketing

Applicant will use advertisements, speaking engagements, social media and informational videos on its own 

website as components of its marketing strategy.  Discussion includes no reference to state or local advertising 

restrictions. 

Community Benefits

5% of nets sales will be donated to local non‐profits. 10% discount for Veterans/Seniors. Applicant will support 

L.A. Social Equity Program in its hiring of 12‐15 employees, and give priority consideration to those with non‐

violent cannabis convictions; and to low Income applicants with a minimum of 5 years residency in a 

Disproportionately Impacted Area within L.A. County.  Customer materials will be bi‐lingual to facilitate outreach 

to Pasadena's 35% Latino population. Purchase from local businesses a priority.

Applicant emphasized zoning compliance, signage and lighting, but discussion did not address compatibility with 

existing Pasadena architecture.

Applicant cited modern designs with minimalist spaces and possibly white‐on‐white color schemes, but made no 

reference to integrating the design into its surroundings.

Applicant discussed several important security features that will be employed, but did not address how those 

features would be integrated into the physical design of the exterior or interior of the facility 

Applicant will use a Cosa Tron air purification system to contain odor by  controlling the particulates generated 

from chemical contaminants, biological contaminants and poor ventilation.  Their Series 3000 is a contaminant 

control fan‐powered system that provides cleaned re‐circulated air.  There is no mention of whether they 

employee carbon filters or other technology, but this system is used by Delta Airlines and Samsung in corporate 

buildings.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN  150 123 82.00%

Product Access Protocols

Product Deliveries

Applicant's final Security Plan will be prepared by MPS Security, founded in 2003.  Applicant asserts they have a 

strong reputation for serving the cannabis industry. MPS will have oversight responsibility to review and update 

the plan on a regular basis (at least annually) to ensure compliance with state and municipal regulations.  

Experience of firm not included. 

Applicant will perform background checks on all employees, volunteers, principals, directors, and board 

members, and will not employ those convicted of a felony (except for excluded felony offenses per state law).   

Will not engage contractors convicted of excluded offenses

Applicant provided a detailed employee safety training plan, which includes an examination that employees 

must pass by their third attempt to remain employed.  Reference materials in the Employee Handbook will 

supplement the training. 

This discussion focuses on product but does not factor in cash.  No reference made to surveillance camera 

system, limited access areas, cash handling and cash counting practices, or audits by POS/Inventory software.  

Applicant has contracted with Brinks to handle, transport and store all cash.

Application includes a detailed procedures for cash management.

Security Experience

Background Checks

Employee Safety Education

Employee Theft Reduction Measures

Cash Management Plan

These protocols focus heavily on customer access, but provide no information on the method by which 

employees gain access to the facility and to the product.

Discussion of receipt of product deliveries is fairly detailed but omits two important aspect: whether deliveries 

must be scheduled in advance, and whether there will be a secure location for off‐loading vehicles making such 

deliveries.  1 manager and 1 employee must be present at all deliveries. 

Applicant has contracted with MPS Security to provide 24‐hr security presence.  From narrative it is clear 

will be posted at entrance during business hours, but not clear as to where the   will be: 

inside or outside.  After hours,  will be on duty inside the facility. 

Applicant provided narrative detailing camera coverage and specifications. Cited 60‐days storage capacity (State 

requires 90) and back‐up power for only 5 minutes in event of power outage.  MPS Security will handle 

monitoring of security system.

Applicant will contract with Brinks armored car company to handle, transport and store all cash.

Security Guards

Video Camera Surveillance

Armored Vehicle
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C O N F I D E N T I A L 
 
 

Owen Yang, Owner 
Cell phone: 626-2367755       Email: haohanestateusa@gmail.com 

 

  
MISSION 

 
Owen Farm Company will offer compliant cannabis products and exceptional 

service for adult recreational use. We will monitor ongoing customer feedback, 
build personalized relationships with customers, and provide continuously 

updated educational information. We will maintain corporate social 
responsibility to serve the local population and support the community. 
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 4. Ownership team 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please Note:  
Cannabis dispensary regulations have changed and will be revised over 
time. Part of our business SOP is carefully tracking all regulations for 

updates and new requirements. This plan may contain some assumptions 
which may need updating in order to comply. 

 
 

All photos are from online vendors for demonstration examples only,  
not for presentation, resale or publishing. No rights reserved.

  
Compliance is Converting to Sales 

 
“Companies that updated their product images with a ‘Compliant’ badge  

on the Leaflink platform grew their business 201% in July [2018],  
compared to 46% for brands without the badge.”  

 
Ryan G. Smith, Co-Founder and CEO, Leaflink 
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Owen Farm Company  
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Cover Letter (Executive Summary) 
 
 
OPPORTUNITY 
 
Under regulations by the Bureau of Cannabis Control as of July 1, 2018, California dispensaries 
will be run more efficiently and safely to serve consumers with compliant, lab-tested cannabis 
products.i In spite of price increases, customers are in fact spending more on cannabis. During 
the second full week of July 2018, retailers spent a 196% increase from what was spent the 
week leading up to the July 1 regulations.ii 
 
California’s cannabis sales tax data for Q2 2018 imply recreational retail revenues increased 
36% from Q1 2018 to about $290 million.iii At the same time, California has fewer licensed 
dispensaries per capita than other states where cannabis is legal. Since Prop 64 in 2016, 
California is expected to be the largest recreational market in the USA. When local Measures 
CC and DD allowed some districts in the City of Pasadena to join this expansive, legitimate 
market, we, as nearby residents, saw exceptional opportunity. 

 
 
APPROACH 
 
Owen Farm Company, an LLC owned solely by Owen Yang, with two decades of management 
and sales experience including cannabis cultivation at a state-approved greenhouse. The 
company will be operated based on successful small business principles, cannabis retailer best 
practices, social responsibility, and environmentally sustainable practices.  
 
Mr. Yang and his team will work with licensed distributors who source product from CalCannabis 
Cultivation-licensed, Clean-Green Certifiediv growers. Our distributors must use also licensed, 
ISO/IEC 17025 accredited testing labs.  
 
We’ll sell Indica, Sativa and Hybrid flowers, portable vape pens and cartridges. All of Owen Farm 
Company’s dispensary products will meet all quality, packaging and labeling requirements. 
Careful selection (and ongoing review) of proven vendors with cannabis expertise will ensure a 
reliable, transparent, compliant seed-to-sale supply chain. 
 
Mr. Yang’s cannabis A-License retail storefront will have state-of-the-art security and armed 
guards for customers’ peace-of-mind. The store’s design will provide an informative, pleasant 
shopping environment and positive customer experience.   
 
This store will feature a comfortable Reception Lobby, spacious Sales Room offering 
comprehensive product information for customers on large monitors and iPads, a wide variety of 
strains and prices for products, and a premium POS System that tracks every detail of inventory, 
transactions and cash management. Our online preordering option will save time for customers 
(who then pay and pick-up at our store).   
 
Fully trained, friendly Budtenders will guide customers with helpful information to make informed 
choices based on personal cannabis experience and desired effects. Mr. Yang will invest in 
comprehensive, ongoing training so that all dispensary employees can optimize customer 
service, deepen product knowledge, maintain security, and adhere to compliance protocols.  
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Owen Farm Company  
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The Owen Farm Company team goals are to 1) provide a professional, convenient environment 
that offers a wide variety of product choices to match diverse personal preferences and 
budgets; 2) comply with all regulations and keep detailed reports; and 3) generate jobs and 
significant revenue for state and local taxes. 
 
This Application Package and business plan define a viable path to business success. Owen 
Farm Company will be solely funded by Mr. Yang, who is prepared to invest up to , 
as needed. We project earning 25% EBITDA and 16% Net Income by Y1M12. Given the robust 
market, we anticipate exceeding our conservative revenue projections. (Our CFO, Angela Lin 
Chen, is a CPA who uses best practices.)  
 

 
 

Owen Yang draws on his cannabis industry experience and will use industry experts as 
resources to optimize his business model, provide high quality products, sustain excellent 
customer service, maintain continuous state and municipal compliance, and build community 
relationships. 
 
Owen Farm Company proposes to be a productive partner in the Pasadena business 
community for long-term service.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 $-
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5

Revenue Breakdown

Gross Profit

Operating Income (EBITDA)

Net Income
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Owen Farm Company 

4 

Owner/Applicant Information 

1.1  EXPERIENCE 

Owen Yang received his Bachelor of Arts in Marketing degree from University of Wuhan, China.  

He acquired extensive experience in pharmaceutical industry while working for XIAN JESSEN 
PHARMACEUTICAL.  HE WAS promoted to the rank of sales manager in the marketing department 
that provides services to various institutions for over 15 years. 

Owen Yang is a dynamic and motivated sales professional with a proven record of generating 
and building relationships, managing projects from concept to completion, designing educational 
strategies, and leading employees to explore their full potential.  He is very experienced in 
building cross-functional teams, making critical decisions during challenges.  He is an adaptable 
and transformational leader with an ability to work independently, creating effective 
presentations, and developing opportunities that further establish organizational goals. 

1.2  CANNABIS INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE 

In order to better understand the cannabis industry, Owen Yang worked as a General Grower 
assistant at Landdo Way Inc. from 2017 to current.  Landdo Way Inc. is a state-approved MMJ 
greenhouse facility that encompasses cultivation, production, and distribution with an 
entrepreneurial incubator component. Duties includes the following: 

1- Analyze and catalog each individual strain from clone to harvest
2- Implement solid preventative measures against contaminants.
3- Under the directions of the Master Grower and management team, he maintain/monitor

plant health.  During the cultivation period he hand trims the cannabis flowers and all
other related duties.

4- Overseeing the packaging process.  Ensure individual products are clearly identified by
its label and its contents are packaged correctly.

5- Contacting various approved transportation entities to arrange a safe and prompt
delivery.

6- Providing educational information to the potential retail outlets in regard to product
potency and storage.

1.3  OWNERSHIP TEAM : 

Owen Yang is minority owner operator.  He understands the challenges the minorities have to 
face in the job market and the negative effects of disenfranchisement.  It is Owen Yang’s goal to 
bridge that gap existed in Pasadena and offer a fair and safe work environment for his 
employees. 

Owen Yang will institute a profit-sharing plan in his operation.  This would ensure his employees 
are fairly compensated for their hard work and in doing so it would reduce loss due to potential 
employee related theft.  
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C O N F I D E N T I A L 
 
 

Owen Yang, Owner 
Cell phone: 626-2367755       Email: haohanestateusa@gmail.com 

 
 
 

  
MISSION 

 
Owen Farm Company will offer compliant cannabis products and exceptional 

service for adult recreational use. We will monitor ongoing customer feedback, 
build personalized relationships with customers, and provide continuously 

updated educational information. We will maintain corporate social 
responsibility to serve the local population and support the community. 
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Cover Letter (Executive Summary) 
 
 
OPPORTUNITY 
 
Under regulations by the Bureau of Cannabis Control as of July 1, 2018, California 
dispensaries will be run more efficiently and safely to serve consumers with compliant, 
lab-tested cannabis products.1 In spite of price increases, customers are in fact spending 
more on cannabis. During the second full week of July 2018, retailers spent a 196% 
increase from what was spent the week leading up to the July 1 regulations.2 
 
California’s cannabis sales tax data for Q2 2018 imply recreational retail revenues 
increased 36% from Q1 2018 to about $290 million.3 At the same time, California has 
fewer licensed dispensaries per capita than other states where cannabis is legal. Since 
Prop 64 in 2016, California is expected to be the largest recreational market in the USA. 
When local Measures CC and DD allowed some districts in the City of Pasadena to join 
this expansive, legitimate market, we, as nearby residents, saw exceptional opportunity. 

 
 
APPROACH 
 
Owen Farm Company, an LLC owned solely by Owen Yang, with two decades of 
management and sales experience including cannabis cultivation at a state-approved 
greenhouse. The company will be operated based on successful small business 
principles, cannabis retailer best practices, social responsibility, and environmentally 
sustainable practices.  
 
Mr. Yang and his team will work with licensed distributors who source product from 
CalCannabis Cultivation-licensed, Clean-Green Certified4 growers. Our distributors must 
use also licensed, ISO/IEC 17025 accredited testing labs.  
 
We’ll sell Indica, Sativa and Hybrid flowers, portable vape pens and cartridges. All of 
Owen Farm Company’s dispensary products will meet all quality, packaging and labeling 
requirements. Careful selection (and ongoing review) of proven vendors with cannabis 
expertise will ensure a reliable, transparent, compliant seed-to-sale supply chain. 
 
Mr. Yang’s cannabis A-License retail storefront will have state-of-the-art security and 
armed guards for customers’ peace-of-mind. The store’s design will provide an 
informative, pleasant shopping environment and positive customer experience.   
 
This store will feature a comfortable Reception Lobby, spacious Sales Room offering 
comprehensive product information for customers on large monitors and iPads, a wide 
variety of strains and prices for products, and a premium POS System that tracks every 
detail of inventory, transactions and cash management. Our online preordering option will 
save time for customers (who then pay and pick-up at our store).   
 
Fully trained, friendly Budtenders will guide customers with helpful information to make 
informed choices based on personal cannabis experience and desired effects. Mr. Yang 
will invest in comprehensive, ongoing training so that all dispensary employees can 
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Owen Farm Company  
 

2 
 

optimize customer service, deepen product knowledge, maintain security, and adhere to 
compliance protocols.  
 
The Owen Farm Company team goals are to 1) provide a professional, convenient 
environment that offers a wide variety of product choices to match diverse personal 
preferences and budgets; 2) comply with all regulations and keep detailed reports; and 
3) generate jobs and significant revenue for state and local taxes. 
 
This Application Package and business plan define a viable path to business success. 
Owen Farm Company will be solely funded by Mr. Yang, who is prepared to invest up to 

, as needed. We project earning 25% EBITDA and 16% Net Income by 
Y1M12. Given the robust market, we anticipate exceeding our conservative revenue 
projections. (Our CFO, Angela Lin Chen, is a CPA who uses best practices.)  
 

 
 
Owen Yang draws on his cannabis industry experience and will use industry experts as 
resources to optimize his business model, provide high quality products, sustain 
excellent customer service, maintain continuous state and municipal compliance, and 
build community relationships. 
 
Owen Farm Company proposes to be a productive partner in the Pasadena business 
community for long-term service.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 $-
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5

Revenue Breakdown

Gross Profit

Operating Income (EBITDA)

Net Income
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Owen Farm Company  
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Section 1: Owner/Applicant Information 
 
1.1  EXPERIENCE 
 
Owen Yang received his Bachelor of Arts in Marketing degree from University of Wuhan, 
China.   
 
He acquired extensive experience in pharmaceutical industry while working for XIAN 
JESSEN PHARMACEUTICAL.  HE WAS promoted to the rank of sales manager in the 
marketing department that provides services to various institutions for over 15 years. 
 
Owen Yang is a dynamic and motivated sales professional with a proven record of 
generating and building relationships, managing projects from concept to completion, 
designing educational strategies, and leading employees to explore their full potential.  
He is very experienced in building cross-functional teams, making critical decisions 
during challenges.  He is an adaptable and transformational leader with an ability to work 
independently, creating effective presentations, and developing opportunities that further 
establish organizational goals. 
 
1.2  CANNABIS INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE 
 
In order to better understand the cannabis industry, Owen Yang worked as a General 
Grower assistant at Landdo Way Inc. from 2017 to current.  Landdo Way Inc. is a state-
approved MMJ greenhouse facility that encompasses cultivation, production, and 
distribution with an entrepreneurial incubator component. Duties includes the following:  
 

1- Analyze and catalog each individual strain from clone to harvest 
2- Implement solid preventative measures against contaminants.  
3- Under the directions of the Master Grower and management team, he 

maintain/monitor plant health.  During the cultivation period he hand trims the 
cannabis flowers and all other related duties. 

4- Overseeing the packaging process.  Ensure individual products are clearly 
identified by its label and its contents are packaged correctly.   

5- Contacting various approved transportation entities to arrange a safe and prompt 
delivery.   

6- Providing educational information to the potential retail outlets in regard to 
product potency and storage. 

1.3  OWNERSHIP TEAM : 
 
Owen Yang is minority owner operator.  He understands the challenges the minorities 
have to face in the job market and the negative effects of disenfranchisement.  It is 
Owen Yang’s goal to bridge that gap existed in Pasadena and offer a fair and safe work 
environment for his employees. 
 
Owen Yang will institute a profit-sharing plan in his operation.  This would ensure his 
employees are fairly compensated for their hard work and in doing so it would reduce 
loss due to potential employee related theft.   
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Section 2A: Operations 

 
 
2.1  STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOPs) 
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2B. Community Benefits  
 
 
2.10  ENGAGING  MARGINALIZED  POPULATION 
 
 
 PAST CRIMINALIZATION and LOW INCOME 
 
 “The war on drugs primarily hinders communities of color, and our goal at the 
 county is to give people second chances and remove barriers to employment and 
 a productive and happy life." – L.A. County Supervisor Hilda Solis  
 
 In an article30 last May, Solis estimated that as many as one million Californians 
 may qualify for re-sentencing under Prop 64, which reduced the most common 
 marijuana felonies to misdemeanors effective Nov. 9, 2016. 
  
 Owen Farm Company intends to support the L.A. Social Equity Program in spirit 
 and in practice whenever possible, and work with the City of Pasadena to identify 
 areas of disproportionate impact within the local region and City. For our hiring 
 practices, we plan to have 12 to 15 FT employees and to include the following. 
 

 Priority consideration will be given to those with previous non-violent 
cannabis conviction; Low Income and a minimum of five years cumulative 
residency in a Disproportionately Impacted Area within L.A. County 
and/or low-income area as identified by the City of Pasadena. 
  

 We’ll contact and prioritize local community-based organizations, work 
source centers, and other such similar organizations in Pasadena, such 
as the Pasadena Community Job Center, for job outreach, development, 
and placement services for those more in need.  

 
 We’ll provide a semiannual report (January and July) that lists our 

outreach efforts, including the number of persons interviewed and hired. 
 
 Our full-time jobs will start at hour plus benefits. Budtenders also 

make 15% of profit on their sales. Ongoing training will also help develop 
job skills for future employment opportunities.  

 
 With nearly 35% of Pasadena’s population being Hispanic,31 we’ll make 

sure we reach out to this population, and we’ll be prepared to provide a 
Spanish translation of our website and other materials if in fact that 
demand becomes evident in our customer base. 

 
 Our goal will be made clear: we seek to have a community-sourced 

workforce that includes diverse socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds. 
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2.11  NON-PROFITS 
 
 
 OUTREACH 
 
 Prior to opening, Owen Yang and his Assistant Manager will reach out to 
 neighborhood  groups such as Rotary and Jaycees, youth organizations, faith 
 groups and local media in Pasadena and immediate surrounding area. We’ll 
 provide a clear vision for our business and full compliance with regulations. We’ll 
 also solicit feedback for how we can be a good community partner.   

 
For educational organizations, we’ll communicate current science regarding 
health risks of cannabis, especially to younger population (12-20). 

 
 Lawyer Michele Brooke, the founder of the Brooke Law Group in Pasadena, 
 California, said MJ business owners might consider joining groups such as 
 Habitat for Humanity or community gardening groups. “It shows you are part of 
 the community and you are going beyond just running a business to make 
 money,” she said. For her part, Brooke routinely speaks in front of groups about 
 the benefits of medical marijuana operations.32 We’ll reach out to her for ideas.  
 
 
 DONATIONS 
  
 Owen Farm Company will donate at least 5% of net sales to local non-profits, in 
 addition to event sponsorships in the City. We’ll also solicit input from the City, 
 community leaders, and business leaders for recipients based on priority needs. 
 We’ll rotate donations to cover several organizations, such as such as Door of 
 Hope, Union Station Homeless Services, and Pasadena Educational Foundation. 
  
 

DISCOUNTS 
 

 10% off for vets (nearly 5,000 in Pasadena33) and disabled with SDI card. 
 

 10% off for seniors over 65 (over 20,000 in Pasadena34). 
 

 
2.12  LOCAL BUSINESS ALLIANCES  
 
 
Simply put, Owen Farm Company will prioritize sourcing goods and services from 
businesses located within the City of Pasadena whenever possible.  
 
 Establish relationships early to include for the facility build-out. 

 
 Expand relationships and maintain local sources for good and services. 
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2C. Products 

 
 
2.13  PRODUCT PLAN 
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Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility and Enhancement  
 
 
3.1 - 3.2  EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT and DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION  

 
The location will comply with all regulations, such as distance separations and zoning 
restrictions outlined in Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.050.066, including 800 feet 
minimum distance from schools, parks, libraries, churches, and other dispensaries. 
We’ll locate the dispensary facility in a commercial use area that includes offices and 
manufacturing businesses.  The dispensary will be about 3,000 square feet, and we’d be 
the sole occupant of the building.  Ideally, the building will not adjoin high-use public 
areas and will be in the middle of a secured lot, not visible from the street, and set back 
from high traffic intersections.  
 
The dispensary will embrace modernity with ultra-minimalist spaces and possibly white-
on-white color schemes. Every detail of our designs, looks, and layouts is thought out, 
tinkered with, and improved upon, strive to incorporate with the neighborhood 
environment and to look safe and peaceful. (Additional examples below.)   
           

                   
 

 LIGHTING 

 Lighting makes the dispensary feels 
 warm and inviting and not cold and 
 clinical. The Bright lighting helps give 
 comfortable feeling when customers 
 step inside the showroom. Adequate 
 lighting is imperative so that 
 customers can easily navigate the 
 Reception Lobby and Sales Room while observing all product information and 
 required signage. To the right is another example of the clean, contemporary 
 style we envision. 
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 3.1 - 3.2  EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT and DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION        
(continued) 
 
 
 SIGNAGE 
 

All required signs will remind consumers of important rules-of-thumb when 
consuming cannabis, such as not to drive high, and how long edibles can 
typically take to kick in (to prevent overconsumption). Promoting “responsible 
use” messaging is important as more people look to become cannabis users and 
connoisseurs in the expanding legal marketplace. 
 

 
3.3 INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES 
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3.4   AIR QUALITY / ODOR CONTROL 
 
 
We’ll constantly monitor air quality, mindful of potential mold spores. We intend to 
ensure the safety of both employees and customers. We’ll use CosaTron air purification, 
or equivalent,  system for indoor and outdoor air purification.  
 
CosaTron Air Purification Systems effectively improve indoor air quality by controlling the 
contaminants in any industrial, commercial or institutional application; CosaTron is the 
only technology that produces no negative side effects while controlling the particulates 
generated from chemical contaminants, biological contaminants and poor ventilation. It’s 
the most effective means to minimize contaminants in a building by controlling and 
reducing particulate levels, making buildings safer, more comfortable and, as a bonus, 
will reduce energy usage and overall operating costs.  
 
Buildings protected by CosaTron Systems include Delta Airlines, Samsung Korea, Abu 
Dhabi Exhibition Hall, Charlotte Douglas International Airport, The Grande Ole Opry, 
Walmart, and many others. Over 33,000 CosaTron Systems are in operation today in 
commercial, institutional and industrial applications worldwide. 
 
 
 SERIES 3000 ROOM VENT UNITS 
 

The CosaTron Fan-Powered Systems are designed for supplemental air cleaning 
in permanent situations. These supplemental air cleaning systems offer flexibility 
and convenience – anywhere the existing HVAC system could use some help. 
They are especially useful in health care applications and industrial applications 
when additional air changes may be needed. 
 
Like all CosaTron products, the Series 3000 is a contaminant control system that 
provides cleaned re-circulated air where it is needed the most without generating 
ozone or increasing the carbon dioxide levels. 
 
Series 3000 units are compact and available in a ceiling mounted or a roll around 
version. Use the Series 3000 units to control the dangerous build-up of gases, 
dust, irritants, smoke and offensive odors generated by activity in a specific area 
or generated by infiltration from another adjacent area. 

 
We’ll work closely with CosaTron for a complete solution that maintain safe, fresh 
air throughout our facility with state-of-the-art equipment.  
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Section 4: Security Plan 
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

'Porlions of the information disclosed in this application is public infom1ation 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type: [] Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

D Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

D Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

D Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity: __ o_w_E_N_F_A_RM_C_O_M_PA_N_Y __________ _ Phone Number: __ 6_2_6-_2_36_7_75_5 _____ _ 

Ownership %: 100 Organizational Structure: Corperation ----- ------------ Email : owenfarmcompany@gmail.com 

Authorized Agent: OWEN YANG 
----------------------- Title: __ C_E_O ________ _ 

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title: ---------------
Name: Tit I e: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------
Name: Tit I e: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------
Name: Ti tie: ---------------

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR§ 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: 

Mailing 
Address: 

Phone: 

YANG OWEN 

Last First 

Street Address 

City 

626-2367755 Email : 

M.I. 

CA 

Date of birth: _ _ 

Apartment/Unit# 

State ZIP Code 

OWENFARMCOMPANY@GMAIL.COM 
--------------------
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Ownership% 100% Title :. _____ C_E_O ___________ _ 

Social Security N ----- Current Employer: SELF EMPLOYEED 

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business? 
If "yes", complete section C-1 . 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state 
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated , or revoked, by any city, county, city and 
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If "yes", complete section C-2. (PMC §5. 78.100) 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If "yes", complete section C-3. (FISG BPC §26057) 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If 
"yes", complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100) 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena 
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5. 78.100) 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal , state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies? 
(PMC §5. 78.100) 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

YES NO 
□ []l 

YES NO 
□ !Kl 

YES NO 
□ ~ 

YES NO 
□ [X) 

YES NO 
□ [Z] 

YES NO 
□ ~ 

Agency: _______________ License No. _______ _ Date Issued: ____ ____ _ 
Description of 
business: 

Agency: _______________ License No. _______ _ Date Issued: ________ _ 
Description of 
business: 

Agency: _______________ License No. ________ _ Date Issued: ________ _ 
Description of 
business: 

Section C-2: Cannabis License s Sus ended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License License Suspension or 
Authority : _______ _ Type ________________ Revocation Date: _______ _ 

Details: 

License License Suspension or 
A~~~ : ______ _ Type ________________ Revocation Date: _______ _ 

Details: 

License License Suspension or 
Authority : ______ _ Type ________________ Revocation Date: _______ _ 

Details: _________________________________________ _ 
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation s 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of Code Felony or 
Conviction: Section: Misdemeanor? 
Date of Date of 
incarceration: Probation Date of Parole: 

Details: 

Date of Code Felony or 
Conviction: Section: Misdemeanor? 
Date of Date of 
incarceration: Probation: Date of Parole: 

Details: 

Date of Code Felony or 
Conviction: Section: Misdemeanor? 
Date of Date of 
incarceration: Probation Date of Parole: 

Details: 

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the Ci of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 
Dates of 
0 eration: 

Business 
Name: 
Dates of 
0 eration: 

Business 
Name: 
Dates of 
Operation: 

Business 
Address: ---------------------

Title: 

Business 
Address: 

Title: 

Business 

---------------------

Address: ____________________ _ 

Title: ---------------------

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

D!l Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued. 

Signature: ~ - 1-+/t-~------------------- Date: ---------
01/0512019 

Printed Name: OWEN YANG 
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        DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY                                                              
        INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE                                                                
        CINCINNATI  OH   45999-0023                                                             

                                                             Date of this notice:  05-15-2018   

                                                             Employer Identification Number:    
                                                             83-0549332                         

                                                             Form:  SS-4                        

                                                             Number of this notice:  CP 575 A   
             OWEN FARM COMPANY                                                                  
             745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328                                                          
             SAN GABRIEL, CA  91776                          For assistance you may call us at: 
                                                             1-800-829-4933                     
                                                                                                
                                                                                                
                                                             IF YOU WRITE, ATTACH THE           
                                                             STUB AT THE END OF THIS NOTICE.    

                     WE ASSIGNED YOU AN EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER                          

           Thank you for applying for an Employer Identification Number (EIN).  We assigned you 
      EIN 83-0549332.  This EIN will identify you, your business accounts, tax returns, and     
      documents, even if you have no employees.  Please keep this notice in your permanent      
      records.                                                                                  

           When filing tax documents, payments, and related correspondence, it is very important
      that you use your EIN and complete name and address exactly as shown above.  Any variation
      may cause a delay in processing, result in incorrect information in your account, or even 
      cause you to be assigned more than one EIN.  If the information is not correct as shown   
      above, please make the correction using the attached tear off stub and return it to us.   

           Based on the information received from you or your representative, you must file     
      the following form(s) by the date(s) shown.                                               

                           Form 1120                       04/15/2019                           

           If you have questions about the form(s) or the due date(s) shown, you can call us at 
      the phone number or write to us at the address shown at the top of this notice.  If you   
      need help in determining your annual accounting period (tax year), see Publication 538,   
      Accounting Periods and Methods.                                                           

           We assigned you a tax classification based on information obtained from you or your  
      representative.  It is not a legal determination of your tax classification, and is not   
      binding on the IRS.  If you want a legal determination of your tax classification, you may
      request a private letter ruling from the IRS under the guidelines in Revenue Procedure    
      2004-1, 2004-1 I.R.B. 1 (or superseding Revenue Procedure for the year at issue).  Note:  
      Certain tax classification elections can be requested by filing Form 8832, Entity         
      Classification Election.  See Form 8832 and its instructions for additional information.  

           IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR S CORPORATION ELECTION:                                    

           If you intend to elect to file your return as a small business corporation, an       
      election to file a Form 1120-S must be made within certain timeframes and the             
      corporation must meet certain tests.  All of this information is included in the          
      instructions for Form 2553, Election by a Small Business Corporation.                     
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           If you are required to deposit for employment taxes (Forms 941, 943, 940, 944, 945,  
      CT-1, or 1042), excise taxes (Form 720), or income taxes (Form 1120), you will receive a  
      Welcome Package shortly, which includes instructions for making your deposits             
      electronically through the Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS).  A Personal     
      Identification Number (PIN) for EFTPS will also be sent to you under separate cover.      
      Please activate the PIN once you receive it, even if you have requested the services of a 
      tax professional or representative.  For more information about EFTPS, refer to           
      Publication 966, Electronic Choices to Pay All Your Federal Taxes.  If you need to        
      make a deposit immediately, you will need to make arrangements with your Financial        
      Institution to complete a wire transfer.                                                  

           The IRS is committed to helping all taxpayers comply with their tax filing           
      obligations.  If you need help completing your returns or meeting your tax obligations,   
      Authorized e-file Providers, such as Reporting Agents (payroll service providers) are     
      available to assist you.  Visit the IRS Web site at www.irs.gov for a list of companies   
      that offer IRS e-file for business products and services.  The list provides addresses,   
      telephone numbers, and links to their Web sites.                                          

           To obtain tax forms and publications, including those referenced in this notice,     
      visit our Web site at www.irs.gov.  If you do not have access to the Internet, call       
      1-800-829-3676 (TTY/TDD 1-800-829-4059) or visit your local IRS office.                   

      IMPORTANT REMINDERS:                                                                      

           *  Keep a copy of this notice in your permanent records.  This notice is issued only 
              one time and the IRS will not be able to generate a duplicate copy for you.  You  
              may give a copy of this document to anyone asking for proof of your EIN.          

           *  Use this EIN and your name exactly as they appear at the top of this notice on all
              your federal tax forms.                                                           

           *  Refer to this EIN on your tax-related correspondence and documents.               

           If you have questions about your EIN, you can call us at the phone number or write to
      us at the address shown at the top of this notice.  If you write, please tear off the stub
      at the bottom of this notice and send it along with your letter.  If you do not need to   
      write us, do not complete and return the stub.                                            

           Your name control associated with this EIN is OWEN.  You will need to provide this 
      information, along with your EIN, if you file your returns electronically.                

           Thank you for your cooperation.                                                      
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                               Keep this part for your records.         CP 575 A (Rev. 7-2007)  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

        Return this part with any correspondence                                                
        so we may identify your account.  Please                                    CP 575 A    
        correct any errors in your name or address.                                             
                                                                              9999999999        

        Your Telephone Number  Best Time to Call  DATE OF THIS NOTICE:  05-15-2018              
        (     )      -                            EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:  83-0549332   
        _____________________  _________________  FORM:  SS-4              NOBOD                

       INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE                            OWEN FARM COMPANY                    
       CINCINNATI  OH   45999-0023                         745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328            
                                                           SAN GABRIEL, CA  91776               
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ti.:: .. ::,.•?.,_ Secretary of State 

1�
1!!> ; Articles of Incorporation of a 

General Stock Corporation 

IMPORTANT - Read Instructions before completing this form. 
Filing Fee - $100.00 
Copy Fees - First page $1.00; each attachment page $0.50; 

Certification Fee - $5.00 

ARTS-GS 

Note: Corporations may have to pay minimum $800 tax to the California Franchise 
Tax Board each year. For more infonmation, go to https:llwww.ftb.ca.gov. I Pc. 

i:,�141831 

FILED 1f{lv 
Secretary of State 
State of Californi� 

APR 1 3 2018@ 

This Space For Office Use Only 

1. Corporate Name (Go to www.sos.ca.gov/business/belname-avaifability for general corporate name requirements and restrictions.)

The name of the corporation is OWEN FARM COMPANY
--------------------------------

2. Business Addresses (Enter the complete business addresses.)

a. Initial Street Address of Corporation - Do not list a P.O. Box

745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328 
b. Initial Mailing Address of Corporation, if different than item 2a 

3. Service of Process (Must provide either Individual OR Corporation.)

City (no abbreviations) 

SAN GABRIEL 

City (no abbreviations) 

INDIVIDUAL-Complete Items 3a and 3b only. Must include agent's full name and California street address.
a. California Agent's First Name (if agent is not a corporation) Middle Name 

I 
Last Name

KECHENG YANG 
b. Street Address (if agent is not a corporation} - Do not enter a P.O. Box City (no abbreviations) 
745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328 SAN BAGRIEL 

CORPORATION - Complete Item 3c. Only include the name of the registered agent Corporation. 
c. California Registered Corpors:te Agent's Name (if agent is a corporation} - Do not complete Item 3a or 3b 

4. Shares (Enter the number of shares the corporation is authorized to issue. Do not leave blank or enter zero (0).)

State Zip Code 

CA 91776 

State Zip Code 

I Suffix

I
State 

I;;�;; CA 

This corporation is authorized to issue only one class of shares of stock. 
The total number of shares which this corporation is authorized to issue is ________ l_O_O_O ______ _ 

5. Purpose Statement (Do not alter the Purpose Statement.)

The purpose of the corporation is to engage in any lawful act or activity for which a corporation may be organized 
under the General Corporation Law of California other than the banking business, the trust company business or the 
practice of a profession permitted to be incorporated by the California Corporations Code. 

6. Read and Sign Below (This form must be signed by each incorporator. See instructions for signature requirements.)

!1e t;fw0 V/4, _K_EC_H_EN_G_Y_AN_G ______ _
sfr.1ature ;j ( J Type or Print Name 
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S 

 

 State of California 
Secretary of State  

Statement of Information 
(Domestic Stock and Agricultural Cooperative Corporations) 

FEES (Filing and Disclosure): $25.00.  
If this is an amendment, see instructions. 

IMPORTANT – READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM
 

1. CORPORATE NAME   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.  CALIFORNIA CORPORATE NUMBER 
 This Space for Filing Use Only 

No Change Statement  (Not applicable if agent address of record is a P.O. Box address.  See instructions.) 
 

3. If there have been any changes to the information contained in the last Statement of Information filed with the California Secretary  
of State, or no statement of information has been previously filed, this form must be completed in its entirety. 

 If there has been no change in any of the information contained in the last Statement of Information filed with the California Secretary  
 of State, check the box and proceed to Item 17. 

 

Complete Addresses for the Following  (Do not abbreviate the name of the city.  Items 4 and 5 cannot be P.O. Boxes.)  
 

4. STREET ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

 

5. STREET ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL BUSINESS OFFICE IN CALIFORNIA, IF ANY 
 

CITY 

 

STATE 
 

ZIP CODE 

 

6. MAILING ADDRESS OF CORPORATION, IF DIFFERENT THAN ITEM 4 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

7.    EMAIL ADDRESS FOR RECEIVING STATUTORY NOTIFICATIONS 

Names and Complete Addresses of the Following Officers  (The corporation must list these three officers.  A comparable title for the specific 
officer may be added; however, the preprinted titles on this form must not be altered.)  
 

7. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/ 
 

ADDRESS 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

 

8. SECRETARY 
 

ADDRESS 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

 

9. CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER/ 
 

ADDRESS 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

Names and Complete Addresses of All Directors, Including Directors Who are Also Officers  (The corporation must have at least one 
director.  Attach additional pages, if necessary.) 
 

10. NAME 
 

ADDRESS 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

 

11. NAME 
 

ADDRESS 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

 

12. NAME 
 

ADDRESS 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 

 

 

ZIP CODE 

 

13. NUMBER OF VACANCIES ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, IF ANY: 

Agent for Service of Process  If the agent is an individual, the agent must reside in California and Item 15 must be completed with a California street 
address, a P.O. Box address is not acceptable.  If the agent is another corporation, the agent must have on file with the California Secretary of State a 
certificate pursuant to California Corporations Code section 1505 and Item 15 must be left blank. 
 

14. NAME OF AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS 

 

15. STREET ADDRESS OF AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS IN CALIFORNIA, IF AN INDIVIDUAL 
 

CITY 
 

STATE 
 

ZIP CODE 

Type of Business 
 

16. DESCRIBE THE TYPE OF BUSINESS OF THE CORPORATION 
        
 

 

17. BY SUBMITTING THIS STATEMENT OF INFORMATION TO THE CALIFORNIA SECRETARY OF STATE, THE CORPORATION CERTIFIES THE INFORMATION 
CONTAINED HEREIN, INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS, IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 

 

 DATE  TYPE/PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING FORM  TITLE  SIGNATURE  

SI-200 (REV 01/2013)  APPROVED BY SECRETARY OF STATE 
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G214156

FILED
In the office of the Secretary of State

of the State of California

OWEN FARM COMPANY

DEC-04 2018

C4141831

745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776

745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776

OWEN  YANG     745 E VALLEY BVLD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776

OWEN  YANG     745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776

OWEN  YANG     745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776

OWEN  YANG     745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776 

[Note: The person designated as the corporation's agent MUST have agreed to act in that capacity prior to the designation.]

OWEN  YANG

745 E VALLEY BLVD APT 328, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

12/04/2018 OWEN  YANG CEO




